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RESOLUTION

LAGOS, J.:

For the Court's consideration are the prosecution's Motion to Admit
Additional Witnesses with Attached Judicial Affidavit of Belen A. Bebel

dated April 13,2018, and herein accused Alma V. Ambat's August 14,2018
Comment/Opposition' and Albert G. Ambagan, Jr.'s August 22, 2018
Opposition' thereto.

The prosecution claims the following to constitute "good cause" for
the admission of Belen A. Bebe as additional witness for the prosecution,
viz.:

1 Records, Vol. 2, p. 366.
2 Id., p. 411.
3 Id., p.419.
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1. On 08 August 2018, the prosecution thru the Case Revival Monitoring
and Execution Bureau (CREME), was able to locate Ms. Belen
Ambon Beve.

2. xxx Ms. Bebe was the secretary of accused Albert G. Ambagan Jr.
when the latter was still the municipal mayor of Amadeo, Cavite.

3. In his Joint-Counter-Affidavit, Ambagan Jr. alleged that it was Ms.
Bebe who received the cash advances from Assistant Municipal
Treasurer Alma V. Ambat. He also alleged that he did not authorize
Ms. Bebe to make any of the cash advances. The following are the
claims in his counter-affidavit:

"a. 'xxx It was Bebe who personally received the cash
advances from Ambat. ... '

"b. 'xxx he never authorized Bebe to make any of the cash
advances xxx[.]" (Citations omitted.)

4. On 13 August 2018, the prosecution was able to have a conference
with Ms. Bebe to shed light on the allegations of Ambagan Jr. and to
obtain information as to where the missing funds were used.

5. During the conference, Ms. Bebe debunked the accusations of
Ambagan Jr. against her and revealed the following:

a. She was instructed to get money from the Treasurer's
Office of Amadeo, Cavite, thru Treasurer Jaime Rojales
and Assistant Treasurer Alma Ambat, to give to
Municipal Mayor Albert "OJ" Ambagan Jr;

b. Ambagan Jr. had knowledge and gave orders to Ms.
Bebe to get money from the Treasurer's Office;

c. Ambagan Jr. received the money which Ms. Bebe got
from the Trasurer's Office;

d. Ambagan Jr. appropriated for his own personal use the
money he received from Ms. Bebe;

e. Ambagan Jr. used the money to support him and his
family's lifestyle and to treat his visitors, such as going
to hotels in Manila and to fund the bank account of his
wife: and

f. This was routine of all the accused in getting the money
out of the Treasurer's Office.4

xxx

In addition, the prosecution avers that "Ms. Bebe' s account on the
matter was taken in the form of a judicial affidavit for which she is willing to
testify [on],,5; that her testimony is "material and relevant to this case" in
that "(a) Her testimony proves that Ambagan Jr. received part of the missing
funds making him equally accountable and liable with [accused] Jaime P.

4 Motion to Admit, supra note 1, par. 5, p. 367.
5 Id., par. 6,
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Rojales and Alma V. Ambat, and (b) She has personal knowledge that
Ambagan Jr. appropriated said funds for his own personal use.?" that "[t]he
prosecution was not able to include her in the list of witnesses considering
that, at that time, the prosecution did not know yet what would be her
version of the events or if it could be useful to the prosecution's
case .... [t]hat Ambagan Jr. alleging that she was the one who took the money
without authority from him ... which if true, would make her criminally
liabel. Hence, the prosecution cannot safely include her in the list of
prosecution witnesses.t" As explained by the prosecution, "It was only on 8
August 2018 that CREME was able to locate her. We were able to have a
conference with her on 13 August 2018 and it revealed that she can become
a prosecution witness. This newly discovered information prompted the
instant motion."g Not least of all, according to the prosecution, it has
"reserved the right to present to present additional witnesses in the course of
the trial as reflected in the Pre- Trial Order.?" that "her testimony should not
be defeated by trifling technicalities at the expense of due process, truth and
justice.?'" and, perchance, in the prosecution's view, "justice dictates that
Ms. Bebe be allowed to testify before the Honorable Court to ferret out what
happened to the public funds [involved in the case]." II

Accused Alma V. Ambat in her Comment/Opposition contends in
seriatim, that: "First, in the Pre- Trial Order dated 15 March 2018, the
prosecution named eleven (11) witnesses which did not include the name of
Belen Ambon Bebe. xxx Second, Belen Ambon Beve was already available
since the institution of the case, hence, said witness ought to have been
included during the pre-trial of the case. xxx Third, the prosecution's
reservation for additional witnesses made on the Pre-trial Order was only a
general reservation (underscoring supplied). If, indeed, the prosecution has
been contemplating to include Belen as its witness, the prosecution should
have made its reservation more specific to include Belen as one of the
prosecution witness(es).,,12 She argues, "In sum, based on the foregoing, the
prosecution failed to show good cause in order for the additional witness to
be accepted. Only those pieces of evidence identified and marked during the
pre-trial shall be allowed by the court;"!'

Accused Ambagan Jr., on the other hand, in his Opposition maintains
that "Ms. Bebe was already mentioned and could already be located during
the proceedings before the Ombudsman."!" She was the former secretary of

6 Id., par. 7, pp. 367-368
7 Id., par. 8, p. 368.
8 Id., par. 9.
9 Id., par. 10.
10 Id., par. 13, p. 369.
11 Id., par. 14.
12 Ambat's Comment/Opposition, note 2, pars. 4, 7 and 10, respectively, pp., 411-412.
13 Id., par. 11, p. 412.
14 Opposition, note 3, p. 420.
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accused Ambagan Jr., while he was Mayor of Amadeo, Cavite. In his view,
"[i]t is not believable for the Prosecution to claim that 'it was only on 8
August 2018 that CREWE was able to locate Ms. Bebc' .... The truth is, the
Prosecution then did not opt to make her a witness, because the prosecution
cannot safely include her in the list of prosecution witnesses(") since at that
time, the prosecution did not know if her version of the events could be
useful to the prosecution's case;,,15that "[i]f only CREWE intended to locate
her, it was so easy to do as she has been in Amadeo, Cavite. The Office of
the Ombudsman however did not bother at all to subpoena Ms. Bebe.,,16 He
insists that "[t]he Prosecution intentionally excluded Ms. Bebe from the
list of witnesses"l7 (emphasis in the original; underscoring supplied) and,
arguably, "the Prosecution did not bother to locate Ms. Bebe in Amadeo,
Cavite and to have a conference with Ms. Bebe to find out if she could be a
prosecution's witness ....despite the fact that she has been available since the
very beginning.v'" He deplores the fact that "now, the prosecution at this
stage of the trial - after the prosecution had already presented 4 witnesses -
intends to introduce so-called 'newly discovered information' of Ms.
Bebe."l9 Said accused surmised, "The intended testimony of Ms. Bebe
embodied in her Judicial Affidavit attached to the Prosecution's Motion to
Admit Additional Witness actually confirms the allegations in the Joint-
Counter Affidavit of Ambagan, Jr. and Ambat that it was Ms. Bebe who
actually got the advances from Ambat while it attempts to show that it was
accused Ambagan, Jr. who ordered her to get the advances, and who
received and appropriated the money for his own personal use. Ms. Bebe is
in fact making an admission but is shifting the blame to accused Ambagan,
Jr.,,20The accused added, "Ms. Bebe will naturally testify against Ambagan,
Jr. to save her skin.":" Finally, the accused asserts that "[t]he reservation to
present additional witnesses should not be abused.?" that "to allow Ms.
Bebe as additional witness is to deny the accused of his right to a fair trial.,,23

After due consideration, the Court deems it more in keeping with
substantial justice .and as prayed for by the prosecution , to admit Belen
Ambon Bebe as additional witness in this case and allow her testimony
and/or give due course to the admission of her Judicial Affidavit, which the
prosecution has attached to its motion, subject to the right of the defense to
cross-examine said witness and such other rights appurtenant thereto.

is Id., par. 3.
16 Id., par. 4, p. 420 ..
17 Id.
18 ld., par. 5.
19 td., par. 6.
20 td., par. 7; underscoring supplied.
21 Id., par. 10.
22 td., p. 422;bold type/emphasis omitted; see also, par. 11
23 Id.
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The Court finds the proposed testimony of proposed witness Ms.
Belen Ambot Bebe to be relevant and material to the pertinent issues
involved in this case, and it would be tantamount to a miscarriage of justice,
if her testimony is suppressed, as advocated by both herein accused.
Accused Ambagan Jr.'s Opposition is based merely on suspicion and
conjectures. It presumes bad faith - which is not favored in law - due to the
alleged inaction of the Office of the Ombudsman for failing essentially to
implead Ms. Bebe during the preliminary investigation of the case, or on the
part of the prosecution for its failure to include her name in its list of
witnesses in the Pre-Trial Order which, as both accused contend, should be
considered a bar and ground for her disqualification as a witness.

As quoted earlier, accused Ambagan Jr. profess that "[t]he reservation
to present additional witnesses should not be abused" and, in accused
Ambat's view, "the prosecution's reservation for additional witnesses made
on the Pre-trial Order was only a general reservation" (underscoring
supplied). Accused Ambat insinuates that the prosecution is now forever
barred or estopped from seeking to present additional witnesses. They both
refer to the prosecution's reservation, found in the Court's Pre- Trial
Order24 in this case which, as it pertains to the prosecution under the
provision 11. WITNESSES TO BE PRESENTED, states that "The
prosecution reserves the presentation of additional witnesses in the
course of trial subject to good cause shown.,,25 Oddly, under the same
tenor, both accused have likewise made the same reservation, to wit:
"RESERVATION: Accused Ambagan L!rJ., Rojales, and Ambat,
reserve the presentation of their respective additional witnesse/s in the
course of trial subject to good cause shown.,,26As the saying goes, what is
sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander." Both accused could not have
made that same reservation if, as they now claim, the prosecution is
henceforth barred from seeking the Court's permission to admit additional
witnesses.

Section 4, Rule 118 of the Rules of Court states:

"SEC. 4. Pre-trial order. - After the pre-trial
conference, the court shall issue an order reciting the actions
taken, the facts stipulated, and evidence marked. Such order
shall bind the parties, limit the trial to matters not disposed of,
and control the course of the action during the trial, unless

24 Id., p. 71,
2S Id., p. 90.
26 Id., p. 91; emphasis supplied.
27 An old-fashioned saying: "said to emphasize that if one person is allowed to do something or to behave
in a particular way, then another person must be allowed to do the same thing or behave in that way
too." [https:f/dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary / english/what -s-sa uce-for-the-goose-is-sauce-for-
the-gander).
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modified by the court to prevent manifest injustice."
(Underscoring supplied.)

The above provision of the Rules clearly bestows upon the Court
discretion to modify, as in this case, terms of the Pre-Trial Order in order to
prevent manifest injustice. Thus, as expounded by Supreme Court in Seven
Brothers Shipping Corp. vs. Oriental Assurance Corp.,28 "This Court
recognizes the importance of procedural rules in insuring the effective
enforcement of substantive rights through the orderly and speedy disposition
of justice. However, while it is desirable that the Rules of Court be
conscientiously observed, the Court has never hesitated, in meritorious
cases, to interpret said rules liberally. Thus, in Cometa vs. Court of Appeals,
this Court held that xxx since the rules of procedure are mere tools designed
to facilitate the attainment of justice, their strict and rigid application which
would result in technicalities that tend to frustrate rather than promote
substantial justice must always be avoided. Cometa also cites Dayag vs.
Can izares , where this Court stated that rules of procedure must be
interpreted in a manner that will help secure not defeat justice."
(Underscoring supplied). To note, in Rivera vs. People, 29 " ••• the Court has
the power to set aside its own rules in the higher interests of justice is well-
entrenched in our jurisprudence." It's trite but, if true - as boldly claimed by
accused Ambagan, Jr., that the intended testimony of Ms. Bebe "actually
confirms the allegations in the Joint-Counter Affidavit of Ambagan Jr. and
Ambat that it was Ms. Bebe who actually got the advances from Ambat,"
then the truth shall set them free.

WHEREFORE, in view of the foregoing, the prosecution's Motion
to Admit Additional Witnesses with Attached Judicial Affidavit of Belen A.
Bebe is GRANTED. The Prosecution is directed to be ready to present said
witness on September 20,2018 at 8:30 a.m.

SO ORDERED.

~AGOS
Associate Justice

Chairperson

A-ARCEGA MARYANN E C RPUS-MANALAC
Associ te Justice

28 G.R. No. 140613, October 15, 2002, citations omitted.
29 Rivera vs. People, G.R. No. 163996, June 6, 2005, citing Malonzo vs. Zamora, 370 Phil. 240, 257 (1999).


